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Preface
Firsts are exciting. First car, first beloved pets and first day
of school pretty much rank up there as monumental landmarks in anyone’s life. But this... This book. This amalgamation of inner thoughts, feelings and imagination tops them
all. Writing my first novel has trumped all the other firsts I
have ever experienced in my life.
During the development and first draft phase, I wrote a lot
of this book (in my mind) while riding my bike to Fort Fisher and back to my house. Brainstorming during these bike
rides helped keep my sanity but biking to the same place
day after day becomes unbelievably monotonous. I sang.
I acted out impromptu plays of my own creation. For some
reason dirty limericks and alliteration were quite common
themes. My mind reeled with book ideas during every trip
and I wanted to record the details so instead of stopping, I
used my ever-present iPhone’s ability to send voice dictated
emails. This worked out pretty well. “Send an email to Daniel Norris, home.” Even though the recognition wasn’t always
perfect, I could easily decipher the meaning when I got back
and checked my email. Technology that works effortlessly is
awesome.
I also wrote much of this book while selling and signing
books at the Carolina Beach boardwalk. My iPad and a portable keyboard made swift work of that. Sitting for hours at
a little folding table was made more productive as I typed
away at the manuscript in my corner at Britt’s Donuts.
Thank you Bobby and Maxine. Similarly there were plenty of
productive sessions out on my pier at home. I did find it necessary to point myself towards the house, away from the waterway, and wear noise canceling headphones to reduce distractions. Pitiful. So many beautiful boats and birds make
the mind wander. But you find solutions to your foibles and
trudge forward.
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Two events in my life provided fruitful inspiration that
managed to make it into this book and to some extent kickstart the process of writing it. One involved hanging about
a dozen martin houses around my property. Two years ago,
I imagined someone trying to attract little birdy residents
by hanging dozens of hollowed out gourds, only to have the
first one occupied fall – driving that person over the edge.
It could happen. And in 1994, I found the lenses from Old
Baldy lighthouse in an antique store in Wilmington. I nearly
purchased them from the owner. There’s more to that story.
To mine nuggets of material for this book, I dug deeply
into my own fears, thoughts and ambitions. Getting these
thoughts into a form that was fluid, believable and properly formatted was honestly a lot of work. I rummaged around
inside my head, mulled over vivid and not so vivid memories
of places, people and things and reeled in the interesting tidbits. I was careful not to make it too personal, lest I find myself guilty of the “It’s all about me.” syndrome. I think I got
the balance right. And now, here’s hoping I made the right
choices. I reckon second novels are easier to pen. I do hope
so. And I do hope to keep writing and to follow this book
with a sequel. But who knows? I just might not. It depends
on a lot of things.
While writing this preface, I did not know how well received
this novel will be. Mothers, nieces, friends and acquaintances do not count when testing the literary waters. But I
am grateful for the people who have read it and have offered
their input. (see acknowledgments)
When you are done reading this book, please send me an
email. I’d love to hear what you thought about it.
Daniel Ray Norris
Carolina Beach, NC, October 9, 2014
dnorris@me.com

Cape Fear
definition:

is a coastal plain and tidewater region of North
Carolina centered about the city of Wilmington.
The region takes its name from the adjacent Cape Fear
headland, as does the Cape Fear River which flows
through the region and empties into the
Atlantic Ocean near the cape.

blackwater
definition:

is a river with a deep, slow-moving channel flowing
through forested swamps or wetlands. As vegetation
decays, tannins leach into the water, making a
transparent, acidic water that is darkly stained,
resembling tea or coffee.

Deep

definition(s):
very intense or extreme.
penetrating, perceptive, insightful.
3
difficult to understand.
1
2
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Chapter 1

Gourd to Death

Teetering near the top of an old weathered, step ladder, Cameron reached out and grabbed the green clothes
line for balance.
“Holy crap…whoa…Ronnie. That was close.” Cameron said.
Ronnie shifted his feet, looked up at Cameron and said,
“Okay.”
“Will you hold the ladder tighter so I can climb to the very top
rung? I don’t want to break my neck on the boat ramp,” he
pleaded with as much sarcasm in his voice as he could muster.
“Sure.” Ronnie dutifully replied as he spread his feet apart
and bear-hugged the legs of the ladder. Ronnie looked like he

was having sex with the ladder, thought Cameron. It was both
funny and sad.
Ronnie reminded Cameron of an old hippie - a crusty sea
captain perhaps - or a slightly disheveled, less child-friendly
version of Captain Kangaroo. His beard matched his salt and
pepper hair. Ronnie had on a dingy long-sleeved plaid shirt,
nondescript dark blue jeans and tattered running shoes. The
ensemble was, of course, too hot for the weather today. Just
look at him. Was he fifty years old?, Cameron wondered. Maybe a younger looking sixty? Ronnie looked like someone you
wouldn’t trust your kids with, thought Cameron. Like a walrus
from Sea World. He could snap at any moment, Ooooooh, and
eat your children.
Cameron said, “Ronnie. Get me the wire from your tackle box,
if you can, without letting go of the ladder.”
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“No can do.” Ronnie said, in his loony tunes cartoon character voice that Cameron could not quite place.

But, Cameron thought, these martin houses are going to be the
death of me.

“Then just let go for a second and I’ll be still. I won’t fall if you
do it quick.” Cameron tried to get a more stable stance before
Ronnie let go of the ladder.

A gorgeously sunny, early April day presented itself. It was a
little warmer than it should be for that time of year. A slight
breeze whipped up the intracoastal waterway behind Ronnie’s house…just making ‘cat paws’ on the water’s surface.
Looking out towards the North End of Carolina Beach, Ronnie’s property fronted the intracoastal waterway slightly north
of Seabreeze. It was a quiet place in the off-season, before the
tourists took over. A hulking, rusted barge had been beached
next door for ages. The barge, a couple of small tenders, a salvaged sailboat and a huge crane had been there lashed together in that exact spot, for over four years now. Capt. Skippy Winner ran his marine salvage and construction business
with them. It looked like a nautical mess but it somehow fit
the picture of Seabreeze. There was a time when music blared
from honky-tonks, when a small amusement park was filled
with revelers and the small fishing community flourished. Not
anymore. Appropriately rustic, even charming, but Seabreeze
was far past its heyday.

Ronnie bent over, plucked the wire from the tackle box and
tossed it up to Cameron, who swatted it to his chest.
Cameron bent off a section and held it up to the clothes line
for Ronnie to see.
“Now what do you think about this?” Cameron said.
If your sister Amy weren’t so damn sexy, Ronnie – you would
have to do this all by yourself, thought Cameron.
Even though she was married, Amy had shown an interest
in Cameron on more than one occasion. Each time she happened to stop by the television station, ostensibly to see her
brother who worked in the same department as Cameron, she
made it very clear that she had a thing for Cameron. She was
very adept at maneuvering herself so she would touch him on
the waist or lean up against him suggestively. And Cameron
found Amy very attractive. Recently, he had decided to more
clearly reciprocate her affections at the next opportunity. But
Amy had not been by the station lately, so Cameron had not
had an opportunity to test his notion. He wondered if she was
still interested in him.
Amy was a successful realtor on Bald Head Island. She and her
husband, Alan, a semi-retired cardiologist from New Zealand,
lived in a huge house overlooking the island’s South Beach.
Amy and Ronnie were very close. Cameron figured he would
have a better chance with Amy if he was extra nice to Ronnie.

Ronnie had spent much of last year tending to his small garden. In addition to a few tomatoes and cucumbers, he had
planted two rows of special gourd plants. The tiny plot of rich
earth, twenty feet by thirty feet, had been his obsession since
he decided that he wanted to attract purple martins. This variety of gourd was specifically crossed from two other strains
to produce a thick, hardy gourd; suitable for making bird
houses. The gardening kept his fingernails dirty, and his back
a little sore, but he looked forward to this special day all winter long: the day that he and Cameron would hang the homegrown, hand-made bird houses.
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Ronnie expected that purple martins would eventually nest
in the gourds and reproduce. By summer’s end, he hoped to
see dozens of them fly like acrobatic daredevils all around his
property, like they did when he was a child. He knew that martins were prolific insect eaters. There were still a few around,
swooping through the sky and scooping up mosquitoes and
other decidedly irritating insects. But there were not nearly
as many as when he was a young child. It was Ronnie’s lifelong dream to see them fly once more in abundance above
Seabreeze.
For the last few months, Ronnie described in excruciating detail how he tried to put up a prefabricated martin house. His
latest fiasco involved an expensive metal bird house kit. He
bought it from a birding specialty store over in Ogden and figured it might give his gourds a head start. Ronnie described
the entire situation to Cameron as an unmitigated disaster. “I
thought this birdhouse would be easy to put together. It said
on the box ‘do-it-yourself in thirty minutes or less, no tools
required.’” But the kit proved to be too much of a challenge.
With the prefab birdhouse fiasco behind him, Ronnie listened
as Cameron took charge of this latest birdhouse installation.
“Ronnie, didn’t you tell me that the guidebook from the other
birdhouse said it had to be as far away from human habitation as possible? And it could be at the end of a dock, but at
least fifty feet away from human habitation?”
Ronnie was afraid of heights and his pier was only twenty feet
long. Neither fact would really facilitate the proper hanging
of the bird houses on his property. Cameron thought it was
all too much for Ronnie to manage without his help. Bless his
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heart…. but if this becomes too much of a cluster, I’m outta
here. Amy would understand. I hope.
The project wouldn’t go off as a completely wasted effort. At
the very least, it afforded Cameron another opportunity to use
Ronnie’s boat ramp. Ronnie and his sister, Amy, had inherited this property from their deceased mother. She had been
married to a successful and well known shrimper. The property fronted a narrow beach bisected by a pier and a twelve
feet wide cement slab served as a boat launch. The stairs from
the back deck of the house went down to the rickety but still
usable pier. They would go completely to waste if Cameron
didn’t use them on occasion. Ronnie wasn’t much of a waterman.
For the past nine months, Cameron endured Ronnie’s incessant talking about martins. Every day at work, there was a
martin story. He mentioned he didn’t have anybody to help
him hang his gourds. So Cameron, against his better judgment, offered to help. To hush him up, Cameron told Ronnie
that when his gourds were dry and ready to hang, to let him
know and he would help him hang them. And so Ronnie did.
This deed would surely ingratiate him with Ronnie’s sexy sister, Amy. She was always looking after her older brother. Cameron thought of Amy as sort of like Ronnie’s caretaker as he
showed signs of being very socially awkward, perhaps a little
mentally handicapped. Cameron had always wondered. He
felt sorry for Ronnie.
Ronnie relished tactile work. An artist since he was very
young, Ronnie used his hands to make objects and art. His
earliest works of art were truly impressive. Cameron had
looked through a family scrapbook of Ronnie’s, which included numerous illustrations from one of his many high
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Chapter 11

The Tournament
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Jeremiah came in behind Cameron with another box of supplies. “Your significant other dropped you a note?” He wasn’t
sassy this time. He remembered how important info from
home was when he was a wet-behind-the-ears fledgling
coastie. “I remember looking forward to letters from my parents. Or from my soon-to-be ex-girlfriend.”
“Yeah. I kinda had sort of a weird thing going on with Amy. She
and I are in the throes of a messy, dysfunctional, errr, ahhh,
avenging I guess you could call it. Either way, I will be...here
we go.” Cameron grasped a pink envelop. “I reckon she just
dropped it off at the Southport office. Weird.” Cameron pocketed the letter and continued to help with the unloading until
everything that was winched up to mid deck was put away.

Two days before the tournament, the first of two supply boats
brought out dozens of boxes of materials and stock. Cameron and Jeremiah worked the recently fixed winch overtime to
hoist it all. A long wooden crate held the compressor, a spare
and a multitude of parts to fix the nearly pre-cambrian refrigeration unit that had been idle since the 1970s. Its resurrection would allow Cameron and Jeremiah to keep food and
other refrigerated items. It would not serve as a freezer but it
would refrigerate and would be a very welcome addition. That
is if Jeremiah could get it going again. Cameron had already
had dreams of crawling inside of it when it was bedtime.
It was a long day. The supply boat was the first that had
stopped by in five weeks. Cameron noted that he hadn’t had
any contact with Amy since a letter was delivered a few weeks
back. He brought the unofficial mailbag into the mechanical
room for stowage, making a quick look first through the items
inside.

After he and Jeremiah had retrieved, stowed and inventoried
the nearly two hundred boxes of material and supplies, for
supper they both decided to just eat some of the miscellaneous snacks that had arrived. They were tired of fish and
lobster anyway. Cookies, beef jerky, and candy bars never
tasted better.
Before lights out, Cameron took another look at the weather.
The weather fax map and forecast showed that the low he had
been watching had formed into a depression in the eastern
Atlantic. It was now marked as an area of concern. It looked
like it would be moving over very warm waters in the next day
or two. After that, it would likely strengthen and make a track
west. If it began to deviate a little north, there was a good
probability a storm could affect the US east coast in the next
few days. Bertha had started the exact same way. And now,
surface waters were even more warm, above eighty degrees.
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“Nothing we can do about it yet.” Cameron mumbled under
his breath. Jeremiah noticed that Cameron was a little jittery
over the last day or two.
Jeremiah offered a consolation, “Why don’t you worry about
it when you have to? Storms have a mind of their own.”
“Yep. They do. I’m not worried. I just like to know what’s on
the horizon, so to speak. We do need to make use of those
straps and tie downs that came in. Tomorrow, why don’t we
get them out and do an evac run-through? It would make me
feel better if I knew everything would be secure in case of a
storm. We have a lot more junk aboard now.”
“Will do. I’ll even do you one better. I can get you an inventory
of what we have and what has been put where. For the last
two weeks, I’ve been entering the data into a spreadsheet I
made in Lotus 123.”
“We’ll aren’t you the computer geek. I forgot we had that old
portable computer. And that it works. If I could present Richard with that, he sure would be impressed.” Cameron was upfront with Jeremiah about using the report. “I promise I will
give you some of the credit.”
“It’s yours. I’m just here to serve.” There was not a bit of condescension in Jeremiah’s voice.
Cameron found it hard to believe Jeremiah was so selfless and
agreeable. A bond of true friendship between them was beginning to form.
—
When Cameron got around to reading the letter from Amy,
it was nearly midnight. He had just tripped the switch to cut
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power to the electrical system from the batteries. The only
light visible in his quarters was a single white candle scavenged from an emergency kit. Its light was rather ample, and
after a few minutes, it seemed to illuminate every corner of
the sparsely appointed room. Cameron sat on the edge of his
twin bed and read the handwritten letter from Amy.
Cameron, When we first began seeing one another, I felt like
you and I had something special. While I regret we haven’t had
much time together lately, those first few weeks of our relationship were magical. I always looked forward to your trips to Bald
Head Island. Every time I found out that you were coming, I
felt like a little school girl who was waiting for her boyfriend
to take her out on a date. My marriage was on the rocks and
you brought a passion into my life that I hadn’t experienced for
years. I will always cherish what we had.
“Oh boy. I can see it coming,” Cameron said aloud, a nervous
tenor in his voice. He continued reading.
I’ve been thinking a lot about our relationship and what it
means to me. You probably think I was just using you- that you
were a substitute for my absentee husband. I’ll be honest, in
some ways you were. But I needed you. I wanted you. My feelings for you were real, and I will always have a place for you
in my heart. Please don’t think this is a goodbye. But I think we
need to pursue different goals. My divorce has taken a lot out
of me and I need to heal. I need to grow and find myself again.
This is not about you. This is my fault. My weakness. Please
remember the good times. Love Amy.
PS: I’ll stop by and get the Old Baldy lenses next time you are
back on shore. Stay safe.
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She is delusional. Cameron wasn’t surprised. With all that
Amy had been through plus her divorce and Ronnie’s suicide.
Cameron came to the conclusion that it was time to absolutely sever contact with her. Perhaps he would take her the lighthouse lenses anyway. He didn’t want them to be a reason for
her to come back into his life. The lenses were each nestled in
red velvet and neatly stored in individual wooden boxes in the
shed behind his house on Atlantic Avenue. The lighthouse society had plans to install them in Old Baldy. Cameron hoped
they would pull it off and be able to get Old Baldy to shine its
light once more. It would be a fitting, if personal, tribute to
poor old Ronnie’s life. Cameron held no grudge there.
—
Dawn broke in Jeremiah’s room. Sunlight cast an orange hue
on the dingy wall opposite the open window. A band of light
slowly migrated down to his crisply made bed. Its top sheet
tucked tight and the surface as smooth as the ocean eightyfive feet below. The sun never had a chance to waken him.
He was up and at ‘em, getting in his morning run well before
dawn. Jeremiah got up before sunrise every single day. No
alarm. His internal clock was as reliable as the tide. His morning regimen started after he made his bed and ate a hearty
breakfast. He donned running shoes and shorts and made a
quick effort to stretch before beginning a thirty minute jog
around the helipad. Jeremiah hoped that the modest amount
of exercise would keep him in shape. One of his concerns before taking the job was his ability to get a decent amount of
exercise. He had toned his physique to his satisfaction during
his Coast Guard training and he didn’t want to have wasted
the effort.
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Cameron and Jeremiah slept in separate quarters that faced
south. Their pick of where to bunk was predicated on the one
simple fact – a south-southwest wind was common this time
of year. If the wind shifted, and it often did, they would sleep
in the opposite corner quarters to make use of the breeze. This
helped with the heat, but nothing could be done about the
humidity. Cameron hated the humidity. Dank, warm air kept
him from getting a really good night’s sleep. He tossed and
turned all night. All he could expect was a good four or five
hours of decent sleep, if that much. It was his waterloo out on
the tower; a battle he fought every night. But mother nature
nearly always won. One bit of solace was that when the dry
northeast winds would begin to blow this Fall, it would cut
down on the humidity a bit.
Cameron and Jeremiah converged in the galley about seven
o’clock every morning. This morning was no different except
that Cameron sported a limp, a loud hum emanated from the
newly online refrigerator and there were already more than
just a few boats bobbing around the tower. The din of their
engines was barely audible as their crew prepared for whatever had brought them to this destination. Many had lines out,
a few already had dive flags up, and one boater had hooked
up to the mooring buoy that was maintained for customers.
Cameron made a note to check them out later. The mooring
buoy was for customers only.
This day would serve as a soft-opening, as it were. Jeremiah
made another climb to the top of the light tower once more
to unfurl a huge yellow pennant advertising that they were
open. The tower was now officially open for business, however limited it was. They hoped to sell snacks, bait and a small
selection of other items to eager patrons who either forgot
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